TAG Level I
Basic TAG Session

Section One
Your Presence
Choose and strengthen the qualities you want as your Presence and Impact on
the healing space of this TAG session. These qualities are the ones you will want
from your Spiritual teams. Also, choose the impact that the work has on you.
Choosing is done with the Reality Statement, Reality Shift, and Brain Balance
work.
Set the energy field of the space in which you will be working, including the triple
cocoon (guardian circle, red rock vortex, hazmat suit) and the hitchhiker shield.
Call your TAG/Healing team into the space.

Your Client
Clients come to you because they are in pain and looking for help and answers.
TAG is a system of Healing and of Education.
They each are an aspect of their Higher Selves and have their own Causal team
and guides. Once they are in the TAG community, their spiritual teams work with
you, your teams, the TAG healing collective teams, and the PTO teams.
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Welcome and Introduction
Whether online or in person, you provide space for your client to feel welcome
and to share what has brought them to you. In a basic TAG session, you will note
the most intense issue your client is experiencing.
Using the Galactic Spiral, explain how the Law of Manifestation causes anything
in their energy field to take form. Tell them that most healers work within the
fields of physical, mental, emotional, and etheric/spirit. Explain that although
those are the forms we notice in a physical body through situations, thoughts,
memories, emotions, and intuitive hits, the actual causes and beginnings for our
challenges are in our experiences in the Galactic regions before birth.
Let them know that TAG is different than most healing work because we work,
not only in the eight regions of body/mind/spirit – but – we also work in the full
64 Galactic energy fields that have been hidden until recently.
Tell them that in addition to the healing work, you will be teaching them some
simple processes to anchor and continue the energy changes.
In Person Session
If the session is being done in person, you will suggest that your client may want
a restroom break because they will be on your table for 30 to 45 minutes.
Once they are back, settle them, fully clothed and without shoes, on your massage
table. I use a light blanket to cover them because you can create little pockets for
the stones you use to be held on the body.
Once they are settled, go through the relaxation and guided journey including the
safety of the triple cocoon and their guides for protection and information.
Online
If the session is online, the conversation outline above can take place in a short
zoom conversation, via email or by phone. When you have the information,
confirm the day and time for their online feedback session, and take a moment to
put them into a triple cocoon and ask their spiritual teams to maintain their
safety and clarity.
I have a webpage with resources that I sent to each client who books a session. It
makes it easier than sending out support protocols to each client via email.
HERE is the link
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The Process
1. Begin with the Evolutionary Bodysuit Blueprint Download. This can be
done in person or off-line. See the separate eBook for this download.
2. Write the client's name and one or two issues on the session paper.
Because I like visuals, I have shown you how I circle the name as the triple
cocoon and hazmat command and draw a box around the issues as a
freeze-frame directive.
3. When working in person, stand at the top of the head with your hands over
the crown/third eye centers. Ensure that you are connected to your teams
and your client's higher self and teams. You can do the process off-line
either in imagination or on the paper diagram.
4. Activate the TAG and Transform protocol/Matrix
5. Ask the PTO to begin Deep Six for all parasitic/outsider energies.
6. In person, place 'all-color' stones on the chakra points. You have those
points in the diagram included. You can do the process off-line either in
imagination or on the paper diagram.
There may be other stones or nature objects, essential oils, etc. that you feel
moved to place on or around the body. I sense this as a picture being painted in
energy. Their energies create a field of stability to which the ripples of change can
realign.
Once the energy field on and around the body is complete, sit to ask questions.
Negative Density
• How much negative density did this person bring in?
o 700 to 900 or so would be usual. If the number is higher, that is an
indication there will be more clearing to do.
• Was 90% marked for removal? (you will want to know the amount and ask
that the 11th Hour protocol begin which removes the marked patterns.)
Issue for Session
• Take the issue identified by the client as the most intense.
• You placed the issue into a freeze-frame state in Step 2 above. You are
essentially saying to the manifesting energy, "I hear you. You can stop
'screaming/ getting bigger' because I am going to talk with you in this
session.
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Identifying the Trigger
The trigger will be some interaction in the client’s current life that has activated
an old story, memory, experience, belief that is stored within their energy fields.
In my experience there are always two souls involved in the interaction: the client
and another.
The incident in the client's life could trigger more than just one stored seed. Ask
that all similar seeds be included in the process.

Sample Process
This is an example of how I use TAG shorthand for the bare essentials of the
situation. Use your pendulum and chart for answers.
• First ask the identification of the two involved by male or female bodysuits.
I know the bodysuit of my client and want to know the bodysuit of the
other.
Let's assume the client is female:
• shorthand: /F
Is the other involved male or female?
• In this example, we assume the answer is male.
• shorthand: M/F
Was the other family? friend? authority figure? stranger?
• These are questions that will let you know the relationship.
• shorthand: M-family member- son/F-client
What did my client sense/feel/experience from the 'other’?
• Use the TAG color chart to determine the answer.
• Assume the swing is to yellow and is muddy.
• shorthand: M/F: m/y -physical pain,
What was my client's reaction? assume it is green and is muddy
• shorthand: M/F: m/y - physical pain, m/g - I am not enough,
What was my client left with?
• For this example, assume it is static, no swing which indicates no action or
feeling frozen.
• shorthand M/F: m/y - physical pain, m/g - I am not enough, m/na
What belief did my client develop from this interaction?
• It may be given to you as a color or as an inner statement.
• Assume it is: there is no hope.
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Affirm that this entire package of symptom, storage, trigger, causes is in the
hands of your healing team as you travel to see the experience from which your
client created the story/belief: there is no hope.
Use the Time Travel process to get to the situation that created the story/seed.
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